We study a model for a protein searching for a target, using facilitated diffusion, on a DNA molecule confined in a finite volume. The model includes three distinct pathways for facilitated diffusion: (a) sliding -in which the protein diffuses along the contour of the DNA (b) jumping -where the protein travels between two sites along the DNA by three-dimensional diffusion, and finally (c) intersegmental transferwhich allows the protein to move from one site to another by transiently binding both at the same time. The typical search time is calculated using scaling arguments which are verified numerically. Our results suggest that the inclusion of intersegmental transfer (i) decreases the search time considerably (ii) makes the search time much more robust to variations in the parameters of the model and (iii) that the optimal search time occurs in a regime very different than that found for models which ignore intersegmental transfers. The behavior we find is rich and shows surprising dependencies, for example, on the DNA length.
Here D 3 is the three-dimensional diffusion constant of the protein, r is the target size and Λ 3 is the volume that needs to be searched. Assuming a target size of the order of a base-pair r ≈ 0.34nm, a typical nucleus (or bacteria) size of Λ ∼ 10 3 nm and using the measured three-dimensional diffusion coefficient for a GFP protein in vivo, D 3 ∼ 10 7 nm 2 /s [4] , one finds t search of the order of hundreds of seconds. If N proteins are searching for the same target the search time is given by 2 t search N ≃ t search /N. This suggests that about 10 proteins could find a target in reasonable times for cells to function properly.
In real systems, due to the interactions of proteins with non-specific DNA sequences and the environment [5] , the picture is more complex. Indeed, in vitro experiments have suggested that mechanisms other than three-dimensional diffusion are used by many proteins to locate their targets [6, 7] . These strategies have been studied and debated extensively both in the context of in vivo [8, 9, 10, 11] and in vitro systems [8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and are believed, in general, to allow for search times which are faster than that given by
Eq. (1).
Historically, the first strategy that was proposed combines one-dimensional diffusion (sliding) over the DNA with intervals of three-dimensional diffusion (typically called jumping in this context) [8, 17] (see Fig. 1 ). Each individual search mechanism, when applied alone, has shortcoming and advantages over the other. When using only three-dimensional diffusion, the number of new three dimensional positions probed grows linearly in time but the protein spends much time probing sites where there is no DNA present. In contrast, during one-dimensional diffusion the protein is constantly bound to the DNA but suffers from a slow increase in the number of new positions probed as a function of time (∼ t 1/2 , where t denotes time) [18] . As shown, for example, in Refs. [8, 17] by intertwining one and three dimensional search strategies and tuning the properties of both one can in fact decrease the search time significantly 3 .
The combined strategy, while better than the pure search strategies, comes at a cost of being sensitive to changes in the properties of either the three-dimensional or one-dimensional 2 The relation between the search time t search for one protein and search time t search N for N proteins remains unchanged throughout the paper. 3 Clearly, a pure one-dimensional search strategy is not efficient due to the slow diffusive search along the
, where L ∼ 10 6 nm is the genome length and D 1 is the one-dimensional diffusion coefficient that was measured indirectly [12] and directly [19, 20] to be much smaller than threedimensional diffusion coefficient D 3 ∼ 10 diffusive processes. For example, as we argue below, the typical search time changes exponentially in the square root of the ionic strength. Moreover, given the many constraints on the protein to function it is very restrictive to demand optimization for the search process.
Indeed, equilibrium measurements [21] and recent single molecule experiment [19, 20] on the Lac repressor protein suggest that the search process may not be in general optimized for this search strategy.
A third mechanism which was suggested to speed the search time is intersegmental transfer (IT) [22, 23] . During an IT the protein moves from one site to another by transiently binding both at the same time. In principle the new site can be either close along the onedimensional DNA sequence (or chemical distance) or distant (see Fig. 3 ). This mechanism is likely to be relevant for the proteins that have more than one binding domain like the Lac repressor [24, 25] , GRdbd [26] and SfiI enzyme [27] . However, it could also occur in proteins with a single binding site in locations where the DNA crosses itself . To date we are aware of direct evidence for IT only for RNA polymerase [28] . However, measurement of the dissociation rate from a labeled (operator) DNA site of the rat glucocorticoid receptor [26] , CAP and Lac repressor [29] revealed significant dependence on the DNA concentration in the solvent, a possible explanation for which is IT. Some theoretical work has suggested that in vivo, when the DNA concentration is much larger than in vitro experiments, IT may play a determinative role [8, 11, 16] . These studies focus on the ITs resulting from the DNA dynamics and consider the protein to be point like.
In this paper we present a rather comprehensive study of the effects of ITs on the search process for a DNA molecule confined in a finite volume, similar to the in vivo scenario.
Our work complements previous ones by explicitly accounting for the size of the protein and considering two limiting cases: (i) DNA which is completely static during the search process and (ii) DNA whose motion is quicker than that of the protein's motion along the DNA. Using scaling arguments backed by numerics we obtain expressions for t search , and the optimal search time (obtained by tuning parameters such as the DNA-protein affinity).
A central conclusion of this paper is that the search time is much more robust to variations in parameters when ITs are allowed 4 . This is to the extent that in some cases any finite jumping rate can have a negative influence on the search time. In particular, the optimal search time is found to occur for parameter regimes very different than the canonical one (see Sec. II) found in models which ignore ITs. Perhaps most important, as we show, our work suggests that ITs could explain recent findings which indicate a much higher affinity of the TF Lac repressor to the DNA than required by an optimal search strategy which uses only sliding and jumping [19, 20, 21] .
The scaling dependence of the search time on different parameters is rich and very different from regular facilitated diffusion (involving only sliding and jumping). Consider, for example, the dependence of the search process on the length of the DNA, L for a DNA confined in a volume Λ 3 . Using only sliding and jumping the regime typically thought to be relevant to experiment has a linear dependence of the search time on the DNA length L.
A Smoluchowski-like search time is independent of L. In contrast, when ITs are allowed we find different behavior. We estimate that the regime most relevant to in vivo experiments (in prokaryotic organisms) occurs when the dependence on the length of the DNA is weak. For example, when a searches are performed using only ITs the search time can be independent of L or scales as √ L depending on the DNA's dynamics. The scaling behaviors relics on the confinement of the DNA in a finite volume (shown in detail in Fig. 9 ) and could be used as experimental probes for the existence of ITs. 
II. SLIDING AND JUMPING
To set the stage for a discussion of the effects of IT we consider a search process which uses only sliding and jumping. The discussion follows Refs. [9] and [13] closely. We imagine a single protein searching for a single target located on the DNA. The search is composed of a series of intervals of one-dimensional diffusion along the DNA (sliding) and threedimensional diffusion in the solution (jumping). The typical time of each is denoted by τ 1 and τ 3 respectively. Following a jump, the protein is assumed to associate on a new randomly chosen location along the DNA. While this approach is somewhat simplistic for jumps occurring in two-dimensions and below, for three dimensions, which case we consider, it is well suited [30] .
Under these assumptions, during each sliding event the protein covers a typical length l,
where l ∼ √ D 1 τ 1 (often called the antenna size) [18] . Since correlations between the locations of the protein before and after the jump are neglected, the search process, completed when roughly all the DNA is scanned, is separated into
rounds of sliding and jumping. Here l s is the typical length scanned by the protein during a round. If during the slide the protein does not skip sites on the DNA l s ∼ l (the distinction between l s and l will become apparent when ITs are introduced). The total time needed to find a specific site is then:
with τ r = τ 1 + τ 3 . Using Eqs. (2) and (3) one obtains
Furthermore, it is easy to argue (see Appendix A) that
In Fig. 2 a comparison between the presented scaling arguments and a numerical simulation of a search that explicitly includes sliding on a DNA with a frozen configuration in a finite volume and three dimensional diffusion is shown (see Appendix B for details of the numerics).
The excellent agreement justifies many of the simplifications made, in particular, the neglect correlation between the initial and final location of the jump. Throughout the paper we assume this always holds (see Appendix B).
The analysis leads to a richer range of possible behaviors than found in Eq. (1), where the search time depends only on the volume in which the DNA is embedded [10] . Here, in contrast, three regimes are found: (i) For τ 1 ≪ τ 3 there is no dependence on L and the search time is given to a good approximation by Eq. (1).
(ii) For
the DNA length is linear. This is the regime typically considered relevant for experiments.
(iii) For
It is natural to ask which τ 1 optimizes t search . Using Eq. (4) it is easy to verify that
where 0 denotes a value obtained with no ITs. Alternatively, one can consider an optimal antenna size (l opt ) 0 = √ 2D 1 τ 3 . When this condition is met, the total search time scales as
Note that the √ L dependence is obtained by optimizing, say τ 1 , as L is varied. This model, at the optimal τ 1 and assuming known values for D 1 , L and τ 3 , predicts reasonable search times in vivo and is commonly assumed to give a possible explanation for the two order of magnitude difference between the experiments in vitro and Eq. (1).
Within the model the optimal search process requires fine tuning of the antenna size, l, as a function of the parameters D 1 and τ 3 . These parameters depend on various cell and environmental conditions such as the size of the cell, the DNA length, the ionic strength etc.
The dependence can be quite significant: for example, the parameter
has an exponential dependence on the square root of the ionic strength [31] . Deviations of this parameter from the optimum value might be crucial to the search time since
Indeed, a strong dependence of the search time on the ionic strength was found in in vitro experiments [7] . Interestingly, in vivo, when the DNA is densely packed, no effect of the ionic strength on the efficiency of the Lac repressor was revealed [32] . Other experiments also suggest that τ 1 is not optimized. In particular, equilibrium measurements [21] , as well as recent single molecule experiment [19, 20] , find a value of τ 1 for dimeric Lac repressor that is much larger than the predicted optimum τ 3 in vivo.
The lack of sensitivity to the ionic strength in vivo and the rapid search times found for the Lac repressor, even with very large values of τ 1 , suggest that other processes, apart from jumping and sliding, are involved in the search process. These seem to be more important in vivo than in vitro. In the next section we show that a search process which uses ITs modifies the behavior found for searches which use only sliding and jumping in a significant manner. In particular the problems encountered above (e.g., high sensitivity to the antenna length, very long and non-optimal measured antennas etc.), are largely eliminated when ITs are included.
III. PURE INTERSEGMENTAL TRANSFER
Before turning to the full problem of a search which uses sliding, jumping and ITs we will consider a series of simplified models. Within the first model, considered in this section, the protein can only perform ITs. We will see that already at this level many of the problems of the search discussed above, which uses only sliding and jumping, are resolved to a large extent.
To model ITs we consider a protein with two binding sites. The protein can either have one site bound to the DNA or perform an IT to a new location by having both binding sites bound to the DNA (see Fig. 1 ). The DNA is scanned for the target by the binding sites, each checking a length b when bound (note that since the protein has to align with the DNA sequence, b is of the order of a length of a single base-pair). A possible motivation for this picture is, for example, the tetrameric structure of the Lac repressor. However, as will be evident many results also apply to proteins with different shapes.
Motivated by DNA in cells, we consider a DNA molecule which is densely packed in a small volume. In typical systems the DNA has a total length of L ∼ 10 6 nm, a persistence length L 0 ∼ 50nm, a cross section radius ρ ∼ 1nm and is contained in a volume of Λ 3 ∼ 10 9 nm 3 .
The typical distance between segments of DNA of length L 0 is therefore much smaller than
. Under these conditions, using Λ ≫ L 0 , it is easy to check that the radius of gyration of free DNA, which is of the order of L 0 L L 0 is much larger than the cell size Λ -the DNA is densely packed even though its fractional volume, Lρ 2 /Λ 3 , in the container is small (about one percent). By way of comparison, typical protein sizes are in the range R∼1−10nm, much smaller than the DNA's persistence length. Although in vivo the packing has a more complicate structure than we consider, we expect similar behavior to occur also there.
As stated above the protein moves by first being bound with only one binding site and then with both. The typical time for this, defined by δ = τ b + τ IT , is the sum of the typical time that protein probes a length b (by being bound with one domain) and the time that the protein is bound with both binding domains to the DNA while performing an IT 5 . We assume that the protein moves (for example, using both legs of the Lac repressor) to a random position located at a distance smaller or equal to R, the size of the protein, from it (see Fig. 1 ) 6 . Defining a "chemical" coordinate x which runs along the length of the DNA the protein can either perform moves from its location x to the interval [x − R, x + R] (we refer to these as "correlated ITs" (CITs)) or reach distant sites along the chemical coordinate available through the structure of the packed DNA.
Under the above conditions it is easy to verify (see Appendix C) that almost all ITs performed by the protein are either correlated moves or performed to a coordinate along the DNA whose distance from its previous location is bigger than
(but smaller than L). We call these steps "uncorrelated ITs" (UITs) (see Fig. 1(c) ). In other words, one can safely neglect the possibility that the protein will move using ITs to a chemical distance larger than R and smaller than
Our main interest is the typical search time. For this purpose it is useful to define λ -the average length that the protein travels before performing an UIT. On chemical distances larger than R but smaller than λ the motion is effectively diffusive in one dimension with
. On chemical distance scales larger than λ and smaller than L the motion is controlled by UITs. Due to the three-dimensional nature of each UIT one expects correlations between different UITs to be negligible. We verify this assumption later using numerical simulations.
From the discussion and using a language similar to that of Sec. II the search process can be described as a sequence of
rounds of correlated ITs where l s is the length scanned by the protein during each round 5 We take δ independent of parameters such as cell size Λ and the DNA length, L. This is justified in a regime where most ITs are close along the chemical coordinate of the DNA. 6 Different scenarios are considered at the end of the section.
(namely between two subsequent UITs). The typical time of each round is
In general while performing CITs the protein can miss regions of the DNA by skipping over them. Since each segment of size R is visited
the walk is recurrent and no sites are skipped so that l s ∼ λ. In contrast, when
the walk is not recurrent and
Therefore the recurrence length,
separates between two regimes
the first transient and the second recurrent.
Using Eqs. (3), (8), (9) and (11) the typical search time is obtained
To complete the expression one needs to evaluate λ. Its value depends on various parameters and, in particular, the time scale which characterize the motion of the DNA. As discussed in the introduction we consider two extreme regimes -quenched DNA and annealed DNA.
In both cases λ can be evaluated from an intermediate quantity, p, the probability that the protein can make an UIT from a specific location x on the DNA. Since this quantity is independent of the DNA's motion we estimate it first before turning to the two regimes.
To do so, we consider a packed DNA as an ideal gas of
straight rods of length L 0 that are distributed randomly in the cell (see Fig. 3 ). The probability p seg , that two given rods cross within a distance of R from each other is given by
where A is a constant of order unity. Here
Λ 3 is the probability that a given segments is located within a distance L 0 of a point inside the cell and
is proportional to the probability that this segment crosses a sphere of radius R around the point. Under the conditions described above we find that typically p seg ≪ 1. Finally, to relate p to p seg we note that to make an IT at least one segment should be accessible. This yields
Eq. (14) implies that there are two possible regimes depending on the value of
where
In essence when L ≫ L c (which can occur for example by having a large protein) p ≃ 1 and about half of the ITs are uncorrelated. However, when L ≪ L c we have that p = A To summarize the above analysis we note that it effectively represents motion on the DNA, using ITs, as motion on a one-dimensional discrete network. The size of each site on this network is b, the scanned length on the DNA during one binding event. Each step on the network takes on average a time δ. During an IT the protein can move from its position, x, to a randomly chosen position in the interval [x − R, x + R] along the chemical coordinate (correlated transfer) with probability 1 − p or to an uncorrelated site with probability p (uncorrelated transfer). Such networks are commonly referred to as Small World Networks [33] (see Fig. 3 (c)).
To find the relation between λ and p one has to consider the dynamics of the DNA.
Below we consider two extreme cases (a) a completely quenched DNA configuration and (b) a strongly fluctuating DNA, which we term annealed. A quenched DNA is static throughout the search process. An annealed DNA changes its conformation on time scale much quicker than the motion of the protein.
A. Quenched DNA
In this section we derive the search time for a quenched DNA. In particular we will show that it is has a non-trivial behavior as a function of L. In the regime that is expected to be relevant in vivo the search time is independent of the DNA's length (see Fig. 4 ).
For quenched DNA one expects that if an UIT can occur at point x it can also happen in a region of size R around it. Similar considerations apply to sites where an UIT can not occur. The typical distance traveled by the protein along the DNA's chemical coordinate between two subsequent UITs, L > λ > R, is of the order of the typical distance between two distinct locations where an UIT can occur. This implies for p ≫ R/L a scaling of λ of the form
where p is defined above (see Eq. (15)) while for p ≪ R/L clearly λ = L (see Fig. 5 ). 
In fact, the estimate for L Q 1 pushes the limit of our treatment since the DNA is no longer densely packed in this regime. Nonetheless, we find good agreement with numerical simulations.
The other regimes occur for L ≫ L Q 1 , where one has p ≫ R/L. In this case the proteins can use UITs during the search. As discussed above there is a length scale L c separating two distinct behaviors of p, and therefore we have three different behaviors for λ which are given by (see Fig. 5 ):
where as before L c = Λ 3 /R 2 . Furthermore, as described above, the scan between two subsequent UIT can either be recurrent
In the recurrent regime the walk between two ITs doesn't skip locations on the DNA. This is in contrast to the transient regime where many sites are skipped. Thus using Eqs. (15) and (17) one finds
For L ≫ L Q 2 the search between two subsequent UITs is short and therefore transient while for L ≪ L Q 2 the search between two subsequent UITs is long and therefore recurrent. Note that when the search is transient, t search is independent of λ (see Eq. (12)). Therefore, the crossover between two distinct scaling behaviors of t search is governed by the smaller of the two length scales L c and L •
In this regime λ ∼ L. There are no UITs and Eqs. (11) and (12) give
This regime is clearly not relevant in vivo (using the typical values, Λ ∼ 1µm and R ∼ 10nm, we find L Q 1 ∼ 10µm which is much shorter than typical DNA lengths).
• Regime II:
Now the motion between two subsequent UITs is recurrent, l R ≪ λ, and Eq. (17) gives
Using Eqs. (11) and (12) we obtain
Note that in this regime, as opposed to Sec. II, the search time is independent of the DNA's length. Eq. (23) is equivalent to Eq. (1) with an effective three-dimensional diffusion
. In contrast to the simple three-dimensional diffusive search Eq. (23) does not depends on the target size r but rather on the protein size which may be much larger.
•
Here λ ≪ l R . and Eqs. (11) and (12) give
The obtained results, compared to numerics, are summarized in Figs In this section we consider the annealed case. As we show, here the search time also has non-trivial but different than the quenched case behavior as a function of L. In the regime that is expected to be relevant in vivo the search time scales as √ L.
In the annealed case the time scale for a rearrangement of the DNA's configuration is assumed to be much smaller than the time of the protein's motion during an IT. As a result of the constant rearrangement of the DNA UITs now occur with probability p for each IT.
The average number of ITs with no UITs performed is therefore of the order of . Therefore, the typical one-dimensional distance between two subsequent UITs λ is
where L c is defined in Eq. (16) . As for the quenched case we will see that again three distinct behaviors arise with two crossover lengths.
The first occurs when no UITs occur. The crossover length L 
For target sizes much smaller than the protein size ( Eq. (16)). Hence, using the same arguments as before, only two length scales, L A 1 and L A 2 , determines three possible regimes (see Fig. 6 ).
The three regimes which arise are:
Here λ ∼ L. There are no UITs and Eqs. (11) and (12) give
Here searches between two subsequent UIT are recurrent so that l R ≪ λ. Eq. (25) gives
Here, in contrast to the quenched case the intermediate result scales with the length of the DNA as L 1/2 . Note that the search time is always shorter than that on a quenched DNA.
This happens because the DNA's movement destroys the correlation in the motion of the protein and, therefore, increases the efficiency of the search. A similar dependence on L (t search ∝ √ L) was obtained for a different model [11] . There, however, the origin of the dependence is different, and is linked to modeling the DNA's motion as diffusion of an ideal gas of rods.
Here λ ≪ l R . Therefore, Eqs. (11) and (12) give
The obtained results are summarized later in Fig. 9 .
The most relevant regime for in vivo experiments in prokaryotic organisms is likely to Comparing the search time in this regime (29) with the minimal search time in the case when sliding and jumping are used (7) one may see that if δ <
the search time in the pure IT case is smaller than the one in the sliding and jumping case. This is despite the fact that the protein never unbinds from the DNA.
Numerical simulation of the annealed case require dynamical moves for the whole DNA molecule. This is a formidable task for DNAs with reasonable length which is beyond the scope of this paper.
IV. INTERSEGMENTAL TRANSFER AND SLIDING
Next we consider a protein that can perform both ITs and sliding. Namely, in addition to
ITs the protein can perform one-dimensional diffusion with only one binding domain bound (see Fig. 1(a) ). In the language of Sec. III, b is now the typical sliding length between two subsequent ITs. Now each step (distinct from a round defined above), defined as the interval between the ends of two subsequent ITs, takes a typical time δ =
D 1 is the one dimensional diffusion coefficient of the protein with only one binding domain bound 8 and τ IT is the typical time that the protein is bound to two DNA segments. 8 The one-dimensional diffusion on the length scales larger than b has a different effective diffusion coefficient due to the possibility of a CIT. Thus, to measure D 1 on large length-scales one should not allow for ITs. This may by done, for example, by measuring the motion of the part of the protein that contains only one binding domain [19, 20] .
If b ≪ R it is straightforward to see that the results of the Sec. III hold with a redefined δ. However, in general the sliding length b might be much larger than the proteins size R.
This is the regime that we focus on in this section.
Clearly, now the search between two subsequent UIT is always recurrent so that l s ∼ λ.
Here as before λ is the typical distance traveled by the protein between two subsequent 
The value of λ, as in the previous section, depends on the dynamics of the DNA molecule.
Again we consider two extreme cases (a) quenched DNA and (b) annealed DNA.
A. Quenched DNA
To obtain λ we first introduce a new quantity, λ 0 , defined as the typical chemical distance between two locations in which the protein can perform an UIT. Note that we are interesting in the regime b ≫ R. Therefore the values of λ and λ 0 may be distinct since an UIT is not necessarily performed at every possible location on the DNA. Clearly, however, the functional behavior of λ 0 is identical to that of λ in the previous section. This yields (see Eq. 19)
where we have used the definitions of L and the protein performs an UIT only after it travels a distance λ ≫ λ 0 . In the latter regime each IT has a probability R λ 0 to be an UIT. Therefore between Combining the three regimes of λ 0 with the above mentioned crossover from λ ∼ λ 0 to
(which occurs at L = Λ 3 /b 2 ) one finds, using b/R ≫ 1, four regimes for the search time:
• Regime II occurs for
. Using Eq. (31) yields
• Regime III occurs for
Using Eq. (31) we find
• Regime IV occurs for L ≫ L c . Here λ ∼ b (15)) define the borders of the following three regimes: 
• Regime II occurs when Λ 
• Regime III occurs where L ≫ L c and almost all ITs are UITs. Here λ ∼ b and p ≃ 1 so that Eq. (31) gives
The obtained results are summarized in Fig. 9 .
One may see that in the case of long sliding, rapid DNA motion cannot decrease the search time significantly as in the pure IT case. This is because long sliding prevents fast decay of correlations.
C. Motion with no CIT
Here we consider a case where the structure of the protein causes it to prefer UITs over
CITs. This may occur, for example, in cases where the "legs" of the protein are antiparallel and rigid. The motion on length scale smaller than λ is then diffusive involving only sliding with a diffusion coefficient D 1 . In this case, clearly l s = λ and the time between two subsequent UITs is given
+ τ IT where τ IT is the time of an UIT. One finds, similar to
The relationship between this and the picture of Sec. II is given by identifying the antenna's length l with λ and the three-dimensional diffusion time τ 3 with τ IT .
Most of the results of Secs. III and IV are summarized in Fig. 9 . The results of this section indicate that ITs may supply reasonable search times if they are quick enough.
Combining IT with sliding we see that even rare UIT events may break correlations created by one-dimensional diffusion. In this sense ITs act as jumps without the need for detachment from the DNA. Besides this, CITs may effectively accelerate the one-dimensional diffusion or even replace it altogether.
V. INTERSEGMENTAL TRANSFER AND JUMPING
We now turn to consider the effect of jumping on the results described above. Before addressing the full problem, including ITs sliding and jumping, we first consider a model in which only ITs and jumps occur, and ignore sliding. To include jumping we assign a probability
for a protein to detach from the DNA during a time interval dt. The unbinding initiates a jump in which the protein uses three-dimensional diffusion to rebind at a new location on the DNA. Note that since there is no sliding it is safe to assume b ≪ R.
As argued in the previous section, it is reasonable that both UITs and jumps move the protein to a new location which is chosen randomly on the DNA. Therefore, the search process is composed of a series of one-dimensional scans (occurring through CITs) of the DNA interrupted by uncorrelated relocations. The uncorrelated relocations can occur through two independent processes: jumps and UITs. The typical search time can be evaluated using an approach identical to that of the previous sections.
First, we need to estimate the typical time τ 1ef f between two uncorrelated relocations.
Combining, the previously derived typical time between two subsequent UITs,
, and the typical time between jumps τ 1 we obtain
where λ, defined before, is the typical distance that the protein travels between two subsequent UITs and we define an antenna length l = 2D 1ef f τ 1 .
Here and in the next section we focus on the search time as a function of l. This quantity is influenced by the protein-DNA non-specific binding energy and governs the frequency of jumps. Other parameters that do not depend on l, such as λ, are taken as fixed. The value of λ relevant for the discussion here is given in Sec. III , where b ≪ R. Note, that when incorporated in the results below the resulting behavior is very complicated. While this is easy to obtain we skip all the regimes and focus on important qualitative behavior.
To proceed we note that the typical distance between two uncorrelated relocation events is given by
As expected, and seen in Eqs. (42) and (43), the relative importance of both mechanisms is controlled by the ratio l λ
. In the case of l/λ ≫ 1 jumping is rare compared to UITs and may be neglected leading to the behavior found in Sec. III. In the opposite case l/λ ≪ 1 the possibility of performing an UIT is negligible and the results of Sec. II hold.
Finally, we must estimate the average time spent by the protein performing one uncorrelated relocation. This is given by the average of the jump time, τ 3 , and the time of an IT, weighed with the probability of performing each. This gives
is the probability of a jump, 1 −
is the probability of an UIT and δ, defined above is the time of an IT (see Appendix D 2 for a more detailed derivation).
The total search time, as before, takes the form of Eq. (3). Now, each search round is defined as the interval between two subsequent uncorrelated relocations. The total time of one round is τ r ∼ τ 1ef f + τ 3ef f , and therefore the search time is given by
Here l s is the length scanned between two subsequent uncorrelated relocations. In the case discussed here b ≪ R, and the value of l s depends on the properties of the search between two uncorrelated relocations, namely the ratio of l ef f and l R , the recurrence length (see Eq.
(10) and the relevant discussion). If l ef f ≫ l R the search between two subsequent jumps is recurrent and l s ∼ l ef f . However, in the opposite regime,
Therefore, for a given λ there are two regimes (see Fig. 10 and 11 ):
In this regime, using Eq. (45), the total search time is
where we used λ ≫ R.
Comparing with Eq. (3) we note that here we have both an effective diffusion constant and an extra enhancement factor given by 1 +
. As we now show, this factor has important consequence.
Consider the value of τ 1 = = τ 3 . Due to the enhancement factor we now find
where τ
= τ 3 (see Eq. (6)) is the optimal antenna size in absence of ITs (λ → ∞) (see Sec. II). It is interesting to note that l opt approaches infinity when τ 3 is larger than a critical value
Hence, the minimal search time for τ 3 ≥ τ 3c , is identical to that with no jumps (see Sec. III).
It is important to note that τ 3c depends, as expected, on the time of an IT through D 1ef f .
In the case when τ 3 ≤ τ 3c Eqs. (46) and (47) give
In this regime t search opt is monotonically increasing in τ 3 .
In Fig. 12 we show a comparison between the results of numerical simulation and Eq.
(46).
• Regime II (l ef f ≪ l R )
In this case l s ∼
and Eq. (45) yields Interestingly, in this regime the minimal search time is obtained when τ 1 diverges ; This means that jumping only increase the search slower in this case. We note that some care needs to be taken with the limit since if λ > l R and the value of l exceeds l R the regime
The results of this section highlight several interesting features which will also appear in the more general case, where sliding is also allowed. First, we note that in the limit of very strong protein-DNA affinity (large values of τ 1 ) the search time becomes robust to changes in the value of τ 1 . This is very different from a search process with no ITs (see Eqs.
(46), (50) and Fig. 12 ), and may give a possible explanation to the difference between in vitro experiments on the Lac repressor [7] . There a strong dependence of the search time on ionic strength (and therefore on the protein-DNA affinity) was found. However, in vivo experiment [32] found that the efficiency of the repression by the same protein is very robust to changes in the ionic strength.
Furthermore, by examining the optimal search time, we find that beyond some critical value of τ 3 jumps increase the search time (see Fig. 12 for demonstration). This may give a possible explanation of the obtained value of τ 1 in vitro [19] and in vivo [20] for the Lac repressor. These are much larger than the optimal τ 1 predicted by models that do not include ITs.
In Fig. 12 a comparison between Eq. (46) and numerical simulation is shown. One may see that increasing the value of τ 3 increases the optimal value of l (or equivalently τ 1 ) in such a way that above some critical value, predicted by Eq. (48), it becomes infinite.
VI. INTERSEGMENTAL TRANSFER, SLIDING AND JUMPING
With the results of the previous section it is straightforward to consider the general case where ITs, sliding and jumping are allowed. Similar to the previous section we show that jumping may slow the search process significantly. However, ITs make the search process much more robust to variations in parameters. 
Note that here, since b ≫ R, the search between two subsequent uncorrelated relocations is always recurrent and therefore l s ∼ l ef f . Therefore, similar to Sec. V, the search time is given by
Using Eqs. (43) and (52), the total search time can be written as
Again, it is interesting to consider the optimal value of τ 1
= τ 3 (see Eq. (6)) is the optimal antenna size in absence of ITs (λ → ∞).
Interestingly, Eq. (54) shows that the optimal τ opt 1 , may either be smaller or larger than τ
depending on the time of an IT, τ IT . It is also noteworthy that when 2τ 3 > λ 2 /2D 1ef f + τ IT the optimal τ 1 value becomes infinite. Namely, jumping makes the search process slower. This is similar to the behavior found in Sec. V, and again the critical value of τ 3 depends on microscopic quantities such as the time of an IT.
The minimal search time obtain is
We stress again that it is clearly seen that jumping may slow the search considerably. Note that again the optimal value of τ 1 is very different than the canonical one discussed in Sec.
II. Fig. 13 shows a comparison between the theoretically predicted search time (Eq. (53)) and numerical simulation.
VII. APPLICATION TO THE LAC REPRESSOR
The above results cover a very wide variety of regimes. For a given protein only several are of interest. To illustrate the use of the results presented above we consider Lac repressor.
Lac repressor is both the most studied DNA-binding protein (see [34] for a review) and its structure is highly suggestive of intersegmental transfers taking place. Despite of this several physical parameters of the protein are yet unknown. In this subsection we use the known parameters: R ∼ 10nm [35] , Λ ∼ 1µ, L ∼ 1mm, and those measured for Lac repressor 
VIII. SUMMARY
In this article we presented a comprehensive study of the influence of ITs on the search process. Using simple scaling arguments we studied a model which includes the protein dynamics and DNA conformation. Two extreme regimes for the DNA dynamics were studied:
completely quenched (frozen) and annealed (rapidly moving) DNA. ITs were assumed to relocate the protein to a randomly chosen DNA position within a range of the order of the protein size. The essence of the description may be understood from Sec. III. The following sections elaborate and study a search processes based on ITs with sliding and/or jumping.
The results for a particular protein of interest may be obtained by suitably selecting the section most relevant for a particular case.
The obtained results clearly indicate that including IT in the search process may increase, the robustness of the search efficiency to different parameters of the model such as the protein-DNA affinity, the three-dimensional diffusion coefficient etc.
The mechanism of IT may produce a significant increase of the optimal residence time of the protein on the DNA between two subsequent rounds of three-dimensional diffusion from the value predicted by the models that do not include IT. Recent experiments indicates that the value of the residence time of the proteins on the DNA between two subsequent rounds of the three-dimensional diffusion is much larger than the optimum predicted by the model.
It is possible that the existence of the IT mechanism may explain the rather quick search times found in vivo experiments.
One of the most surprising results found that above some critical value of the typical time of a jump the protein has no reason to detach from the DNA. It is more efficient for it to stay bound to the DNA. The value of the critical jump time depends on the time of an IT.
A key ingredient needed for the behavior to occur is the confinement of the DNA in a volume much smaller than its radius of gyration. The probability to perform an UIT obviously depends on the DNA density. Larger density implies a larger probability for
UITs. Therefore the effects of IT are expected to be more important in the systems with high DNA density as cells or eucaryotic nuclei rather than in the in vitro experiments.
The dependency, mentioned above, on the DNA density leads to many possible regimes which depend on the cell size, DNA length etc. In particular, we found non-trivial regimes when the search time increases as a square root of the DNA length or is completely independent of it. Our estimates indicate that these seem to be the ones most relevant to experiments.
Our results also show that the search on quenched and annealed DNA may have quite different scaling behavior. In general a search that uses ITs is shown to be more rapid on an annealed DNA than on a quenched DNA. This happens due to the rapid decrease in correlations which results from the motion of the DNA molecule.
Similar scaling arguments were used to discuss the effects of IT in [11] . However, there the main mechanism that drives the IT was assumed to be the motion of the DNA molecule.
In our study even on completely quenched DNA ITs are shown to be important.
APPENDIX A:
In this appendix we argue that the typical time that the protein spends in a jump is
. This quantity is controlled by average volume which is free from DNA.
Consider, first, the probability to find a volume, free from DNA of radius s. To do so we describe the packed DNA as an ideal gas of
straight rods of length L 0 that are distributed randomly in the cell (see Fig. 3 ). The probability p seg , that a given rods crosses a volume of radius s is of order of
Here
Λ 3 is the probability that a given segments is located within a distance L 0 of a point inside the cell and ∼
is the probability that this segment crosses a sphere of radius s around the point. The probability that at least one segment crosses the void is
Therefore the typical free volume radius is ∼ In this appendix we describe the details of the numerical simulation. The simulations were done on a cubic lattice containing 800 × 800 × 800 sites. Assuming that a real cell has a volume of 1µm 3 each site on the lattice represents a volume of (dx) 3 = µm 800
3 . Polymers (representing the DNA) with different lengths were embedded in the lattice by using a selfavoiding random walk. The persistence length was accounted for by assigning a probability p 0 of changing direction randomly among the possible directions. Using the persistence length of about 50nm leads to p 0 = dx 50nm = 0.025. If during the process of generating the configuration the polymer length can not be extended we shrink the polymer by O (10) 10 In the three-dimensional space diffusive exploration is not compact i.e. the probability to find a finite target (sphere) is less than one. However, the DNA as a target may be described as a set of straight rods. Hence, the search process effectively looks like the two-dimensional search for a finite target (disk) i.e. compact (up to logarithmic corrections).
lattice constants and regenerate. While this leads to a bias in the configuration for single realization confined in a box, which are of interest, we expect no effect on the results (a non biased algorithm is not plausible within our computational resources). The search process is simulated following the model described in the text. In each step the protein has a probability dx 2 2b 2 to perform an IT and a probability dx 2 2l 2 to perform a jump. ITs were simulated by a randomly choosing a DNA site within a distance R from the location of the protein. With the exception of Sec. II, where a complete simulation of the three-dimensional diffusion was carried out by performing moves to the 6 available directions, a jump was simulated by randomly choosing a site on the DNA. The time of the jump was taken as a free constant ().
APPENDIX C:
In this appendix we argue that using ITs the protein can only move along the chemical coordinate to distances smaller than R or larger than
. As mentioned above, we assume that during an IT the protein chooses a new location whose three-dimensional distance from its current location is smaller than R. The new location is chosen randomly with a uniform probability. Given the uniform probability we need to estimate the total typical length available at each IT, G. We separate this quantity to four types of contributions:
The first G 1 is the contribution from DNA whose distance along the chemical coordinate from a point x is smaller than R, the protein size. This is given by
The contribution G 2 arises from DNA whose chemical distance from a point x is larger than R but smaller than L 0 . The probability for the DNA to bend on a scale l is approximately given by
. However, the probability that this bend will connect to x is ∼ R 2 l 2 (due to the area ratio). Since each connection contributes a length of the order of R to G 2 we obtain
The contribution G 3 comes from DNA whose chemical distance from x is larger than L 0 but smaller than the length at which the DNA feels the boundaries of the cell is ∼
This value can be overestimated using the fact that a free three-dimensional random walk on a lattice returns to the origin about 1.5 times on average. Therefore, a continuous free three-dimensional random walk with persistence length L 0 returns to a region with radius R an order of
times. Each such return contributes length of about R to G 3 , leading
Finally, G 4 is the contribution from the rest of the DNA (whose chemical distance is larger than
but smaller than L). Using (13) and since each connected segment contributes a length of the order R to G 4 one obtains
This result can be understood within a mean field approach: if the DNA has a total length L and is assumed to be distributed uniformly in the cell, every volume in the cell contains a part of the total DNA length that is equal to the total DNA length times the fraction of the volume. One can see that in the assumed regime where L 0 ≫ R and L ≫ Λ are much smaller than G 4 and G 1 . Therefore, we can safely neglect the probability that the protein will move to a location on the DNA whose chemical distance from protein's actual location is larger than R and smaller than
In this appendix the effective times τ 1ef f and τ 3ef f are calculated.
The effective time of a correlated movement
We have two independent mechanisms for an uncorrelated motion. The first is jumping with a typical time of τ 1 between two subsequent jumps. This process has Poissonian statistics and therefore the probability that the protein does not perform a jump before time t is
The second mechanism for uncorrelated motion is an UIT with a typical time of order of λ 2 D 1ef f between two subsequent UITs. In the case of annealed DNA this mechanism has Poissonian statistics and the probability that the protein does not perform an UIT before time t is
For quenched DNA the probability that the protein did not performed an UIT after traveling distance x is ∼ e −x/λ . Since the protein performs an effective one-dimensional diffusion,
x ∼ 2D 1ef f t and we obtain P IT ∼ exp − t λ 2 /2D 1ef f .
We will take the typical time of a non-interrupted (by an uncorrelated relocation) onedimensional effective diffusion to be
The last expression is exact in the annealed case but it is only an approximation in the quenched regime. One can verify that the error does not exceed 50%, which is sufficient for scaling arguments of the type used in the paper.
The effective time of an uncorrelated movement
Since there are two mechanisms for uncorrelated movement: a jump with a typical time τ 3 and an UIT with a typical time δ the typical time of the uncorrelated movement is the average of τ 3 and δ weighted by the relevant probabilities for each process:
